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This paper focuses on the operations of Thai feminine honorifics kha45 and kha22. Basically, 
when added to a statement, these two honorifics correspond to the female characteristics of 
the speaker while at the same time encode social relationships between interlocutors, i.e. for 
interlocutors who are not close either in terms of social hierarchy or social acquaintance. Even 
though kha45 and kha22 carry the same honorific notions, they appear in different types of 
statement and in many cases cannot be used interchangeably. By investigating the occurrences 
of these two honorifics in different statements, this paper proposes that the selection for them 
is designated by speaker presupposition. Kha45(φ) reflects the speaker’s belief that φ is 
commonly believed at the time of the utterance. In contrast, kha22(φ) suggests that the 
speaker believes that φ will be commonly believed at the time of the update. 

Introduction: The feminine honorifics kha45 and kha22 normally appear at the final position 
of a sentence. They represent speaker honorification/politeness towards the hearer who is 
either more senior, less well acquainted, or higher in social rank. Regarding illocutionary 
force, as shown in (1) and (2) below, it has been widely proposed that the assertion attached to 
kha22 represents the affirmative intention of the speaker whereas kha45 appears where either 
interrogation or imperative is intended by the speaker. 

(1) Context: A daughter tells her grandmother about her friend. 
 ʔ33nan33  pen33   phʉan42   thii42   rooŋ33rian33   kha22 
 Anan         COP     friend       at          school              HON.fem. 
 ‘Anan is my school friend.’ 
  
(2) Context: A customer asks the shop assistant about the opening time of the shop. 
 phruŋ42nii45   raan45   pəət22   kii22                         mooŋ33   kha45 
 tomorrow         shop      open      how many/much      o’clock     HON.fem. 
 ‘What time will the shop open tomorrow?’ 

Puzzle: Bilmes (2001) proposes that kha45 is used when asking a question, summoning, or 
responding to a statement while kha22 appears after a statement or a command. This claim  
provides a rough explanation of why using kha45 in the affirmative sentence (1) and replacing  
kha45 with kha22 in the interrogative sentence in (2) are unacceptable. However, regardless 
of the general honorificational effects which are confirmed, this claim does not clearly 
account for the occurrences of kha45 and kha22 as possible replies to the boss’s question in 
different replies in (3i), (3ii) and (3iii) below. The use of kha45 and kha22 is very strict in 
these replies. 

(3)  Boss:     phruŋ42nii45   mee33   pra22chum33   tɔɔn33   kii22                     mooŋ33   
               tomorrow         have      meeting            at           how much/many  o’clock 
               ‘What time is the meeting tomorrow?’ 
      Secretary:    i)  pɛɛt22   mooŋ33  ŋay33  kha45/*kha22 
                              eight     o’clock    PAR     HON.fem. 
                              ‘8 o’clock (don’t you remember?).’ 
   ii)  pɛɛt22   mooŋ33  kha22/*kha45 
                              eight     o’clock    HON.fem. 
                              ‘8 o’clock.’ 
                       iii)  phruŋ42nii45   may42   mee33   pra22chum33   rɔɔk22   kha22/*kha45 
                              tomorrow        NEG      have      meeting            PAR       HON.fem. 
        ‘There is no meeting tomorrow (this is the correct information).’ 



Proposal: In order to account for the distinctive requirements for kha45 and kha22, 
Kaufmann’s (2010) definitions of strong and weak presupposition are adopted. Incorporating 
Stalnaker's (2002) speaker presupposition and different dimensions of time, Kaufmann’s  
definitions of strong and weak presupposition, which are restated in (4) and (5) focus on 
speaker presupposition which refers to her attitude about the information at the time of 
utterance. This concept of speaker presupposition is applied to the preliminary requirements 
for kha45 and kha22 as provided in (6) and (7). The presence of kha45 suggests that the 
speaker believes that the information is commonly believed at the utterance time. 
Nonetheless, the speaker’s attitude about the information when she uses kha22 is that it will 
be commonly believed at the time of the update. 

(4) The speaker weakly presupposes that φ if and only if (s)he believes that φ will be 
      commonly believed (in the immediate future, at the time of the update in question) (p.23) 
(5) The speaker strongly presupposes that φ if and only if (s)he believes that φ is commonly      
      believed (at utterance time) (p. 24) 
(6) kha45(φ) is defined if and only if the speaker strongly presupposes that φ. 
(7) kha22(φ) is defined if and only if the speaker weakly presupposes that φ. 

Applying the requirements to (3i), (3ii) and (3iii), the interpretations beyond honorification  
are given in (8), (9) and (10):  

(8)   pɛɛt22   mooŋ33  ŋay33  kha45/*kha22 
        eight     o’clock    PAR     HON.fem. 
       Asserted:  ‘8 o’clock.’ 
 Presupposed:  The speaker believes that that the meeting is at 8 o’clock is    
             commonly believed at the utterance time. 
(9)   pɛɛt22   mooŋ33  kha22/*kha45 
            eight     o’clock    HON.fem. 
           Asserted:  ‘8 o’clock.’ 
 Presupposed:  The speaker believes that that the meeting is at 8 o’clock will be   
   commonly believed at the time of the update. 
(10) phruŋ42nii45   may42   mee33   pra22chum33   rɔɔk22   kha22/*kha45 
            tomorrow        NEG      have      meeting            PAR       HON.fem. 
 Asserted:   ’There is no meeting tomorrow.’ 
 Presupposed: The speaker believes that that there is no meeting tomorrow will be  
   commonly believed at the time of the update. 
  
The use of the discourse particle ŋay33 in (8) suggests that the speaker strongly presupposes  
that φ. In other words, she believes that the information—the time of the meeting at 8 o’clock
—is already a common belief at utterance time. The utterance is aimed at confirming the 
truthfulness of the asserted information at the time of the utterance, with kha45 being selected 
as a result. Conversely, in (9), the speaker weakly presupposes that φ. She believes that the 
time of the meeting will be commonly believed when the update takes place. Her intention is 
only to provide new information. Likewise, in (10), the speaker’s belief that there will be no 
meeting the following day is not a common belief at the time of the utterance but it will be 
commonly believed as soon as the common ground is updated with this information. The 
presence of the discourse particle rɔɔk22 is used to urge the downdate of the old information, 
i.e. that there is a meeting tomorrow, and the update of the new information, i.e. that there is 
no meeting tomorrow. Kha22 is thus selected to express honorification/politeness in (9) and 
(10). 

Conclusion: With a special reference to the two Thai feminine honorifics kha45 and kha22, 
this paper has introduced additional aspects of how honorifics operate. The alternative 
responses in (3i), (3ii) and (3iii) illustrate that not only honorification/politeness is taken into 
account when these feminine honorifics are used. Rather, speakers evaluate the status of the 
information as common belief. Their attitudes about the information determine the selection 
of the appropriate feminine honorific. 
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